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Abstract

Many linguistic expressions have idiomatic and
literal interpretations, and the automatic dis-
tinction of these two interpretations has been
studied for decades. Recent research has shown
that contextualized word embeddings derived
from masked language models (MLMs) can
give promising results for idiom token classifi-
cation. This indicates that contextualized word
embedding alone contains information about
whether the word is being used in a literal sense
or not. However, we believe that more types
of information can be derived from MLMs
and that leveraging such information can im-
prove idiom token classification. In this paper,
we leverage three types of embeddings from
MLMs; uncontextualized token embeddings
and masked token embeddings in addition to
the standard contextualized word embeddings
and show that the newly added embeddings sig-
nificantly improve idiom token classification
for both English and Japanese datasets.

1 Introduction

Potentially idiomatic phrases are often used both
in the idiomatic and literal sense. For example,
“blew whistle” in (1) is used in the literal sense,
whereas that in (2) is used in the idiomatic sense,
that is, the meaning of the phrase has shifted and in
this case it means accuse. Deciding whether each
occurrence of a potentially idiomatic phrase is a
literal or idiomatic usage is an essential process for
text understanding. We call this processing idiom
token classification following Salton et al. (2016).

(1) The referee blew the whistle to end the match.

(2) I blew the whistle on government corruption.

Recently, contextualized word embeddings have
been shown to be useful for word sense disam-
biguation (Hadiwinoto et al., 2019). Furthermore,
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Shwartz and Dagan (2019) showed that the contex-
tualized embeddings including BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) are useful for recognizing meaning shift of
words in idioms. However, they only used contex-
tualized embeddings, even though comparing them
with the standard embeddings of the target word
can be beneficial for precise detection of meaning
shifts. Thus, in this paper, we propose a method to
improved a BERT-based idiom token classifier by
leveraging uncontextualized word embeddings.

Specifically, we use the token embedding of
BERT, which is the uncontextualized embedding
that is input to BERT and the same vector as is used
for the prediction in the task of masked language
model. Our assumption can be explained using (1)
and (2) as follows: since “whistle” in (2) is used
as a part of an idiomatic phrase, its contextualized
embedding differs more from the uncontextualized
embedding of “whistle” than in the case of (1).

Furthermore, we also leverage the masked token
embedding of the target word in BERT, which is
generated when the target phrase constituents are
masked. This embedding can be considered to rep-
resent the meaning inferred from its context, and
we assume that if the target phrase is used in the
literal sense, as in (1), the output embedding will
not significantly differ from the original embedding
and thus the differences between the BERT embed-
dings without masking and those with masking are
expected to be small.

2 Task and Baseline

2.1 Datasets and Settings
We focus on the idiom token classification of
phrases consisting of verb-noun pairs in English
and Japanese. As the English dataset, we use the
VNC-Tokens dataset1 (Cook et al., 2008). This
dataset consists of 2,984 sentences containing 53
different potentially idiomatic verb-noun pairs in

1
https://people.eng.unimelb.edu.au/paulcook/

English_VNC_Cook.zip
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Figure 1: The Embed-Encode-Predict model.

English, where each sentence is labeled with “I”
(idiomatic), “L” (literal), or “Q” (unknown). We
use 28 out of the 53 idioms that have similar num-
bers of idiomatic and literal occurrences and only
those sentences labeled as “I” or “L” following
Salton et al. (2016).

As the Japanese dataset, we use the OpenMWE
Corpus2 (Hashimoto and Kawahara, 2008). This
dataset consists of 102,846 sentences containing
146 different potentially idiomatic verb-noun pairs
in Japanese, where each sentence is labeled with
“I” (idiomatic) or “L” (literal). We use 90 out of
the 146 idioms for which more than 50 examples
for both idiomatic and literal usages are available
following Hashimoto and Kawahara (2008).

In this study, we adopt the zero-shot setting be-
cause we are interested in detecting meaning shifts
of words that are not included in the training data.
Specifically, we employ the one-versus-rest scheme
with the fully zero-shot setting. That is, we build a
classifier for each phrase, which is trained on the
phrases that contain neither the verb nor the noun
that makes up the target phrase. For example, when
building a classifier for blew whistle, we exclude
phrases whose verb is blew or whose noun is whis-
tle from the training data. We take one fifth of each
training dataset as development data.

2.2 Baseline Systems

As the baseline system, we adopted a minimal
Embed-Encode-Predict model (Shwartz and Da-
gan, 2019) that uses only contextualized embed-
dings of the constituent words of the target phrase
as input. The reason for adopting a relatively sim-
ple model as a baseline is that the purpose of this
study is to confirm the effectiveness of the newly

2
http://openmwe.sourceforge.jp/Idiom/corpus/

OpenMWE-Corpus-0.02.tar.bz2

Models English Japanese
Majority Baseline 0.672 0.629
Salton et al. (2016) 0.780 -
Hashimoto and Kawahara (2008) - 0.740
BERT[vV] 0.829 0.816
BERT[vN] 0.836 0.821
BERT[vV;vN] 0.840 0.823

Table 1: Macro-averaged accuracy for baseline systems.

added embeddings. Figure 1 shows the outline of
the model, which consists of an input layer, a hid-
den layer, and an output layer. The output layer
predicts whether the input phrase is idiomatic or
literal. The size of the hidden layer is half of the
input embedding size in all models in the paper.
We applied dropout on the input embeddings and
hidden layer. The dropout rates are both 50%.

As the input, we used [vV;vN], a concatenation
of the contextualized embeddings of the verb and
noun that comprise the target phrase. We used
the pre-trained models BERT-Base, Uncased3

for English and BERT-Base, WWE4 for Japanese.
Both models have 12 layers and 768 hidden di-
mensions per token. Japanese sentences were to-
kenized by Juman++5 in advance. We used the
development data to determine the number of train-
ing epochs and to determine which BERT hidden
layer to use as the input embeddings of the Embed-
Encode-Predict model. We refer to this model as
BERT[vV;vN]. In addition, we developed models
that only leverages one of the contextualized em-
beddings vV and vN to confirm the importance of
each embedding. We refer to them as BERT[vV]
and BERT[vN], respectively.

For reference, we also implemented support vec-
tor machine (SVM) based models with the features
used in previous work. For English, we employed
Salton et al. (2016)’s model that leveraged Skip-
Thought Vectors (Kiros et al., 2015) as features.
For Japanese, we implemented the features used
by Hashimoto and Kawahara (2008), consisting of
POS, lemma, token n-gram, hypernym, domain,
voice, negativity, modality, adjacency, and adnomi-
nal information.

Table 1 lists the macro-averaged accuracy for
each baseline model with the accuracy of the ma-
jority baseline. Each accuracy is the average of 5
runs with different random seeds. For both English

3
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_

10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
4
http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/

JapaneseBertPretrainedModel/Japanese_L-12_H-768_
A-12_E-30_BPE_WWM.zip

5
https://github.com/ku-nlp/jumanpp
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and Japanese dataset, BERT[vV;vN] achieved the
highest accuracy, which demonstrates that BERT
embeddings are useful for idiom token classifica-
tion even in a zero-shot setting and supposedly
capture the general characteristic of idiomaticity.
We measured the statistical significance between
BERT[vV;vN] and the other models with an ap-
proximate randomization test (Chinchor, 1992)
with 99,999 iterations and significance level α =
0.05 after Bonferroni correction. We found sig-
nificant differences against the Majority Baseline
and Salton et al. (2016) with respect to English
and against Majority Baseline and Hashimoto and
Kawahara (2008) with respect to Japanese.

3 Leveraging Additional Embeddings

The relatively high performance of BERT[vV;vN]
in a zero-shot setting indicates that the standard
BERT embeddings contain information about how
much the meaning differs from the standard mean-
ing of the words that comprise the phrase. How-
ever, the performance of idiom token classification
can be improved by explicitly incorporating the
standard meaning of the constituent words and the
meaning inferred from its context.

3.1 Additional embeddings

We add two types of embeddings to BERT[vV;vN]:
uncontextualized token embeddings and masked
token embeddings of the phrase constituents.

Uncontextualized token embeddings We use
the token embedding of BERT, which is the un-
contextualized embedding that is input to BERT
and the same vector as is used for the prediction
in the task of masked language model in BERT.
This embedding can be considered to represent the
standard meaning of the word and thus if the tar-
get phrase is used in the literal sense, the BERT
embeddings, which are contextualized, should be
similar to the token embeddings. We refer to the
uncontextualized token embeddings of a verb and
a noun as vV_t and vN_t, respectively.

Masked token embeddings We use the hidden
layer of BERT when the target token is replaced
with a special token [MASK]. This embedding can
be considered to represent the meaning inferred
from its context. If the target phrase is used in the
literal sense, the differences between the BERT em-
beddings without masking and those with masking
are expected to be small. We refer to the masked

𝒗𝑽_𝒕 ; 

BERT
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed model.

Embeddings English Japanese
vV;vN 0.840 0.823
vV;vV_t;vN;vN_t 0.859 0.842
vV;vV_m;vN;vN_m 0.852 0.829
vV;vV_t;vV_m;vN;vN_t;vN_m 0.865 0.847

Table 2: Macro-averaged accuracy for different combi-
nations of input embeddings.

token embeddings of a verb and a noun as vV_m
and vN_m, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed
model. When a sentence containing the target
phrase is given, a masked sentence, in which the
verb and noun that comprise the phrase are masked,
is generated and input to the BERT in addition to
the original sentence. Then, vV, vV_t, vV_m, vN,
vN_t, and vN_m are extracted and their concatena-
tion is input to the Embed-Encode-Predict model.

3.2 Experiments and analysis

We performed the idiom token classification ex-
periments with the additional embeddings. Table
2 lists the macro-averaged accuracy for different
combinations of input embeddings. We can con-
firm that leveraging uncontextualized token embed-
dings and masked token embeddings in addition
to the standard BERT embeddings is beneficial for
idiom token classification. The statistical signifi-
cance test shows that the difference between the ac-
curacy of BERT[vV;vV_t;vV_m;vN;vN_t;vN_m]
and that of BERT[vV;vN] are significant for both
English and Japanese datasets. The accuracy of
BERT[vV;vV_t;vN;vN_t] was slightly better than
that of BERT[vV;vV_m;vN; vN_m]. We can say
that the difference between the standard BERT em-
beddings and the uncontextualized token embed-
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English Japanese
Usage v vs. vt v vs. vm v vs. vt v vs. vm

Literal 0.157 0.593 0.197 0.545
Idiomatic 0.122 0.517 0.166 0.428

Table 3: Means of the cosine similarities of standard
BERT embeddings (v) against uncontextualized token
embeddings (vt) and masked token embeddings (vm)
for literal and idiomatic cases, respectively.

dings should be a good indicator of idiomaticity.
We assumed that when the target phrase is used

in the literal sense, the uncontextualized token em-
beddings and the masked token embeddings tend
to be similar to the standard BERT embeddings.
To verify this assumption, we calculated the means
of their cosine similarities for the literal and id-
iomatic cases, respectively. Table 3 lists the means
of the cosine similarities. For English dataset, the
mean of the cosine similarities between the uncon-
textualized token embeddings and standard BERT
embeddings for the literal cases was 0.157, which
was larger than that for the idiomatic cases, 0.122.
Similarly, the mean of the cosine similarities be-
tween the masked token embeddings and standard
BERT embeddings for the literal cases was 0.593,
which was larger than that for the idiomatic cases,
0.517. The same trend can be observed for the
Japanese dataset. It has been confirmed that all
the differences are statistically significant. These
results support our assumption.

4 Related Work

Several researchers have tackled the task of id-
iom token classification. Hashimoto and Kawahara
(2008) is one of the earliest works. They created
a Japanese annotated data for idiom token classifi-
cation and proposed an SVM-based model with a
set of features that commonly used for WSD. Fa-
zly et al. (2009) proposed statistical measures that
quantify the degree of lexical, syntactic, and overall
fixedness of a verb noun combination. Sporleder
and Li (2009) proposed a model for unsupervised
idiom token classification based on the observation
that literally used expressions typically exhibit co-
hesive ties with the surrounding discourse, while
idiomatic expressions do not.

Li and Sporleder (2010) explored various fea-
tures, such as global lexical context, discourse co-
hesion, syntactic structure, and local lexical fea-
tures. They reported that global lexical context and
discourse cohesion were most effective for idiom
token classification. Peng et al. (2014) treated id-

iom token identification as a problem of outlier
detection. They extracted topics from paragraphs
containing idioms and from paragraphs containing
literals by using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

A broad range of neural network-based models
have been proposed in recent years. Gharbieh et al.
(2016) obtained phrase representations by averag-
ing skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) vectors of
words that appear around the target phrase and ap-
plied them to idiom token classification. Salton
et al. (2016) constructed an SVM-based classifier
using the distributed representation of sentences
generated by the Skip-Thought model (Kiros et al.,
2015). King and Cook (2018) improved the per-
formance of word embedding-based methods by
incorporating syntactic and lexical patterns of id-
iomatic expressions.

More recently, methods using contextualized
word embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have been
proposed. Shwartz and Dagan (2019) showed
that the contextualized embeddings of constituent
words were useful for recognizing meaning shifts
of phrases. Hashempour and Villavicencio (2020)
and Kurfalı and Östling (2020) worked on the id-
iom token classification task using BERT embed-
dings and reported that the BERT-based model
achieved high accuracy in a phrase-specific setting.
Garcia et al. (2021) proposed probing measures
to examine how accurately idiomaticity in noun
compounds is captured in vector space models and
concluded that idiomaticity is not yet accurately
represented by contextualized word embeddings.

Studies that used multiple types of embeddings
in BERT, similar to our method, include the work
by Zhang et al. (2020) and Yamada et al. (2021).
Zhang et al. used the weighted sum of the input
embedding and the mask embedding for spelling
error correction whereas Yamada et al. used the
weighted sum of the input embedding and the mask
embedding for semantic frame induction.

5 Conclusion

We demonstrate that leveraging uncontextualized
token embeddings and masked token embeddings
in addition to the standard contextualized word em-
beddings significantly improve idiom token classi-
fication in a zero-shot setting. We also show that
the results of investigating the similarities of these
embeddings for each of the literal and idiomatic
cases support our assumption that the uncontextu-
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alized token embeddings and the masked token em-
beddings tend to be similar to the standard BERT
embeddings when the target phrase is used in the
literal meaning. One of the advantages of the pro-
posed method is that it does not require training a
new model because it extracts and uses embeddings
with different properties from the same language
model. We believe that the three types of embed-
ding introduced in this study can be applied to other
natural language tasks.
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